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* Investment through authorized financial institutions only.

† Periods greater than one year are annualized.

1  Life performance for the 50% GBI-EM/50% EMBI - USD benchmark is 

presented in U.S. Dollars (USD) as of Class I1 inception date of 20/8/2013

Past performance of the Sub-Fund is no guarantee for future performance. 

Any performance presented herein is for illustrative purposes only. Historical 

information is not indicative of future results; current data may differ from data 

quoted. Performance information does not take into account the commissions 

and costs incurred on the issue and redemption of units. Performance 

information is presented net of fees, but gross of tax liabilities. Each index 

listed is unmanaged and the returns include the reinvestment of all dividends, 

but do not reflect the payment of transaction costs, fees or expenses that are 

associated with an investment in any fund. An index’s performance is not 

illustrative of a Fund’s performance. You cannot invest in an index. 

Fund Review

The VanEck Unconstrained Emerging Markets Bond UCITS 

(Class USD I1) gained 0.55% in January compared to a gain 

of 0.12% for the 50/50 J.P. Morgan Government Bond Index-

Emerging Markets Global Diversi  ed (GBI-EM) local currency 

and the J.P. Morgan Emerging Markets Bond Index (EMBI) 

hard-currency index. 

Turning to the market’s performance, GBI-EM’s biggest winners 

were Indonesia, Turkey and Mexico. The biggest loser was 

South Africa, Brazil, and Thailand. The EMBI’s biggest winners 

were Turkey, Mexico and Colombia. The biggest losers were 

Argentina, Ecuador, and Lebanon.  

Market Review

Even though the Fund was approximately 40% invested 

in the weakly-performing local currency segment, it was 

able to outperform. There were several reasons for this and 

highlighting a few of them in this monthly might be informative 

both about the market and the Fund’s approach. The Fund’s 

Number One winner was local currency Indonesia, where it 

has an overweight exposure and expected the central bank to 

be much more tolerant of currency strength than it had been 

in the past. This played out in January. Winner Number Two 

was hard currency El Salvador, a very small index component 

that rallied and to which the Fund has a significant exposure. 

Winners three and four were Uruguay and Mexico, which 

were, more or less, in line with the benchmark. Winner 

Number five was hard currency Argentina, which was up 

while the benchmark was down. In Argentina, the Fund’s 

strategy has been focused on front-end bonds, which explains 

that outcome. The themes we hope to convey from that litany 

are that: a) the Fund outperformed despite having almost 

half its exposure in the negatively-performing local market; b) 

significant exposures to small index components continued to 

boost performance; and c) security selection can be key, as 

the Fund made money in Argentina despite Argentina being a 

loser for the indices.

We end January with a portfolio that generates 7.5% in 

carry, has duration of 5.3, and local currency exposure 

of approximately 40%. The only material change in these 

portfolio-level metrics was an increase in duration. As is 

normally the case, this increase was the result of bond-specific, 

bottom-up decisions, not a top-down global call on “duration.” 

(In particular, our process saw value in the long ends of the 

South African and Czech local currency bond curves.) Our 

largest country exposures are currently Argentina, Indonesia, 

Momentum Continues 
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VanEck - Unconstrained Emerging Markets Bond UCITS

USD R1 Inc: IE00BYXQSJ74

USD I1 Inc: IE00BYXQSF37

USD I2 Inc: IE00BYXQSG44

USD M Inc*: IE00BYXQSH50

EUR Hedged I1 Inc: IE00BYXQSD13

EUR Hedged I2 Inc: IE00BYX22V58

Average Annual Total Returns (%) as of 31 January 2020

1 Mo† 3 Mo† 1 Yr 3 Yr Life

USD R1 Inc (Inception 12/6/14) 0.45 4.62 6.66 4.36 -0.42

USD I1 Inc (Inception 20/8/13) 0.55 4.88 7.68 5.22 2.52

USD I2 Inc (Inception 20/8/13) 0.54 4.88 7.76 5.40 2.66

USD M Inc* (Inception 18/9/14) 0.53 4.82 7.46 5.14 0.57

EUR Hedged I1 Inc (Inception 6/10/15) 0.42 4.19 4.54 2.59 3.29

EUR Hedged I2 Inc (Inception 22/08/17) 0.35 4.15 4.61 - 0.61

50% GBI-EM/50% EMBI USD1 0.12 2.01 9.07 6.31 3.96
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El Salvador, Uruguay, South Africa and Ukraine, very similar 

to last month. We increased exposure a bit in Argentina hard 

currency, as developments continue to confirm our stance. We 

also increased exposure to local currency Indonesia, Czech 

and Thailand, where interest rates can be anchored by global 

growth concerns due to the coronavirus situation.  

We remain bullish on Argentina, where early February saw 

positive developments. In particular, the Province of Buenos 

Aires (PBA) backed down from its stance against bondholders 

quite significantly. Here’s the story. PBA initially announced 

that it was seeking bondholder consent for a postponement of 

payments (on a bond amortization that was due on January 

26, 2020) with no “sweeteners” (i.e., bondholder incentives). 

The payments were not made on the January 26 due date, 

raising default risks. But bondholders stood firm and rejected 

any payment delay. So PBA offered a payment of 30% of 

principal. And still fewer than 75% of bondholders (the level 

required to change bond terms) agreed. Facing the end of the 

“grace period” (during which scheduled payments can still be 

made without a non-payment event), the province gave up, 

paying the entire amortization due. Because this was done in 

coordination with the Argentine republic (where we have the 

bulk of our exposure), the entire Argentina complex reacted 

positively in early February, rightly so in our opinion.

The coronavirus outbreak adds risks to the nascent global 

growth rebound, in our view. A key asset price driver remains 

global growth and, in particular, Europe’s lack of it (which, when 

pronounced, has hit emerging markets local currencies, credit 

spread duration and commodities). In our view, the virus comes 

just when some green shoots were evident and Europe does 

not look to be in a position to stimulate, unlike China. We are 

not letting this concern on global growth dominate our stance, 

but where there are individual names that could be adversely 

affected by hits to global growth, we could adjust our stance. 

Brazil local currency comes to mind.  

Exposure Types and Significant Changes

The changes to our top positions are summarized below. 

Our largest positions are currently: Argentina, Indonesia, El 

Salvador, Uruguay and Ukraine, very similar to the previous 

month.      

  We increased our hard currency quasi-sovereign 

and corporate exposures in Argentina. Our general 

investment thesis there appears to be getting regular 

confirmation, so we think risks to it have declined and 

feel comfortable adding to the position. In terms of our 

investment process, the country’s technical test score looks 

stronger. As regards Argentina’s corporate exposure, we 

added to a position already in our portfolio after recent 

meetings with the company confirmed our expectations of 

continued, strong performance, in spite of local economic 

weakness.                     

  We increased our local currency exposure in Indonesia, 

Thailand and the Czech Republic. Indonesia’s valuations 

continue to look attractive and we see no significant 

deterioration in fundamentals. Strong inflows provide “an 

icing on the cake.” These factors improved the technical 

test score for the country. The improved technical score 

was also the reason for increasing our exposure in 

Thailand. The local debt valuations look better (they 

moved to the highest initial valuation Bucket 1) and we felt 

that being underweight the index was no longer justified. 

As regards the Czech Republic, our thought process was 

very similar—the country’s local debt valuations moved to 

the highest initial allocation “Bucket 1”, strengthening the 

country’s technical test score.                                         

  Finally, we also increased our hard currency sovereign 

exposure in the Dominican Republic. The bonds were in 

the second highest valuation bucket, but at the same time 

their performance lagged the rest of the region, which 

was not justified by the country’s good fundamentals and 

the structural story. In terms of our investment process, this 

improved the technical test score for the country.                    

  We also reduced local currency exposure in Brazil and 

Chile. In Brazil, we no longer see visible improvements 

in growth, the expectation of which was supporting the 

currency before. In terms of our investment process, this 

worsened the country’s economic test score. As regards 

Chile, both the currency and local rates bounced back 

after the initial deep selloff, worsening valuations and 

weakening the country’s technical test score.                          

  We reduced our hard currency sovereign exposure in 

Belarus and hard currency quasi-sovereign exposure in 
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Mexico. We continue to like Belarus’s story, but one of 

the sovereign bonds started to look weak on the spread-

to-yield metrics, which worsened the technical test score. 

We remain comfortable with the credit in Mexico, but 

we needed funders for more attractive bonds—so we 

sold some of our Pemex bonds which rallied a lot since 

we bought them. In terms of our investment process, this 

worsened the technical test score for the country.        

  Finally, we reduced hard currency corporate exposure 

in Iraq, Nigeria, Georgia and Cambodia. These 

reductions were a mixed bag of sales used as funders 

for other purchase. Several were assets that moved to 

lower buckets whose sales were used to fund various 

reallocations in the portfolio, like Iraq and Nigeria. 

Similarly, in Georgia, tightening spreads and higher 

prices made for an excellent point to exit the investment. 

Concerns over the effect of the recent coronavirus 

outbreak on tourism left us comfortable with using our 

Cambodia allocation as a funder for other geographies.    
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R-Squared is the percentage of a fund’s movements that can be explained by movements in a benchmark index. 

DXY is the U.S. Dollar Index that measures the value of the United States Dollar relative to a basket of foreign currencies. 

This material is for informational/advertisement purposes only and does not constitute any legal or investment advice. It is 
mainly dedicated to professional investors and is not to be regarded as an offer for the purchase and the sale of the fund’s 
shares. Investors should consult the prospectus and key investor information before subscribing. The prospectus, the key investor 
information documents and the  nancial reports can be obtained free of charge from vaneck.com and upon request from VanEck 
ICAV’s registered of  ce and the of  ces of all local information agents. The documents, except for key investor information, are 
only available in English. Past performance of the Sub-Fund is no guarantee for future performance. Please see the reverse side for 
important disclaimers.

Emerging Markets Hard Currency Bonds refers to bonds denominated in currencies that are generally widely accepted around the 
world (such as the U.S.-dollar, euro or yen). Emerging Markets Local Currency Bonds are bonds denominated in the local currency 
of the issuer. Emerging Markets Sovereign Bonds are bonds issued by national governments of emerging countries in order to 
 nance a country’s growth. Emerging Markets Quasi-Sovereign Bonds are bonds issued by corporations domiciled in emerging 
countries that are either 100% government owned or whose debts are 100% government guaranteed. Emerging Markets 
Corporate Bonds are bonds issued by non-government owned corporations that are domiciled in emerging countries. 

Duration measures a bond’s sensitivity to interest rate changes that re  ects the change in a bond’s price given a change in yield. This 

duration measure is appropriate for bonds with embedded options. Quantitative Easing by a central bank increases the money supply 

engaging in open market operations in an effort to promote increased lending and liquidity. Monetary Easing is an economic tool employed 

by a central bank to reduce interest rates and increase money supply in an effort to stimulate economic activity. Correlation is a statistical 

measure of how two variables move in relation to one other. Liquidity Illusion refers to the effect that an independent variable might have in 

the liquidity of a security as such variable  uctuates overtime. A Holdouts Issue in the  xed income asset class occurs when a bond issuing 

country or entity is in default or at the brink of default, and launches an exchange offer in an attempt to restructure its debt held by existing 

bond holding investors. Carry is the bene  t or cost for owning an asset.

All indices are unmanaged and include the reinvestment of all dividends, but do not re  ect the payment of transaction costs, 
advisory fees or expenses that are associated with an investment in the Fund. An index’s performance is not illustrative of the 
Fund’s performance. Indices are not securities in which investments can be made. The Fund’s benchmark index (50% GBI-
EM/50% EMBI) is a blended index consisting of 50% J.P. Morgan Government Bond Index-Emerging Markets (GBI-EM) Global 
Diversi  ed (GD) and 50% J.P. Morgan Emerging Markets Bond Index (EMBI) GD. The J.P. Morgan GBI-EM GD tracks local 
currency bonds issued by Emerging Markets governments. The index spans over 15 countries. The J.P. Morgan EMBI GD tracks 
returns for actively traded external debt instruments in emerging markets, and is also J.P. Morgan’s most liquid U.S. dollar 
emerging markets debt benchmark. Information has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable but J.P. Morgan does not 
warrant its completeness or accuracy. The Index is used with permission. The Index may not be copied, used or distributed without 
J.P. Morgan’s written approval. Copyright 2020, J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. All rights reserved. The Blended 50/50 Emerging 
Markets Debt Index is an appropriate benchmark because it represents the various components of the emerging markets Fixed 
income universe.

Please note that the information herein represents the opinion of the portfolio manager and these opinions may change at any 
time and from time to time and portfolio managers of other investment strategies may take an opposite opinion than those stated 
herein. Not intended to be a forecast of future events, a guarantee of future results or investment advice. Current market conditions 
may not continue. Non-VanEck proprietary information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, 
but not guaranteed. No part of this material may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without 
express written permission of VanEck Securities Corporation 

©2020 VanEck
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION - FOR AUTHORIZED USE ONLY  

All documents on VanEck ICAV’s sub-funds are for informational/advertisement purposes only and do not constitute any legal or investment 
advice. It is mainly dedicated to professional investors and is not to be regarded as an offer for the purchase and the sale of the fund’s shares. 
Investors should consult the prospectus and key investor information before subscribing. The prospectus, the key investor information documents 
and the  nancial reports can be obtained free of charge from vaneck.com and upon request from VanEck ICAV’s registered of  ce at 233 Sir 
John Rogerson’s Quay, Dublin 2, Ireland and the of  ces of all local information agents. The documents, except for key investor information, are 
only available in English. Please read these documents before investing and take note of the risk factors. Note: No guarantee can be provided 
that the Sub-Funds presented will attain their objectives. The value of an investment may decline as well as increase. All persons interested in 
investing in one of the Sub-Funds presented are recommended to seek advice from independent legal and tax advisors in order to ascertain 
whether the investment is appropriate to their own objectives.

You can lose money by investing in the Sub-Fund. Any investment in the Sub-Fund should be part of an overall investment program, not a complete 

program. The Fund is subject to risks associated with its investments in emerging markets debt securities. Investing in foreign denominated and/or 

domiciled securities may involve heightened risk due to currency  uctuations, and economic and political risks, which may be enhanced in emerging 

markets. As the Fund may invest in securities denominated in foreign currencies and some of the income received by the Fund will be in foreign 

currencies, changes in currency exchange rates may negatively impact the Fund’s return. Derivatives may involve certain costs and risks such as liquidity, 

interest rate, market, credit, management and the risk that a position could not be closed when most advantageous. The Fund may also be subject to 

credit risk, interest rate risk, sovereign debt risk, tax risk, hedging risk, non-diversi  cation risk, and risks associated with non-investment grade securities.

For investors in Switzerland: The distribution of Shares of the Fund in Switzerland will be exclusively made to, and directed at, quali  ed investors 

(the “Quali  ed Investors”), as de  ned in the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Act of 23 June 2006, as amended (“CISA”) and its implementing 

ordinance. A copy of the latest prospectus, the Key Investor Information Document, the annual report and semi-annual report, if published thereafter 

can be found on our website www.vaneck.com or can be obtained free of charge from the representative in Switzerland: First Independent Fund 

Services Ltd, Klausstrasse 33, CH-8008 Zurich, Switzerland. Swiss paying agent: Neue Helvetische Bank AG, Seefeldstrasse 215, CH-8008 Zürich. 

Place of performance and jurisdiction is at the registered of  ce of the Representative.

Please see the prospectus and key investor information document for information on these as well as other risk considerations.


